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      Classical Music Initiative
        Thanks to a major grant from the NEA, we are making  
      a significant investment in the future of classical music 
     programming with workshops and a production fund.   
   By seeking new talent and new ways of using all media, 
we hope to bring the vitality of classical music to 21st-century 
audiences. Get involved; visit www.mpr.org/cmi.

          BBC Proms
              HOSTED BY TOM CRANN

The BBC Proms welcomes performers from  
 around the globe while showcasing the best  
  of the British music scene. In partnership with       
   the BBC, Minnesota Public Radio packages          
      11 concerts, leading to a live broadcast 
           of “Last Night at the Proms.” 
               Available in July 2004.

        American Mavericks™
              HOSTED BY SUZANNE VEGA

We’re defying gravity with this radio and Web project,  
 produced in association with the San Francisco  
 Symphony and Music Director Michael Tilson    
  Thomas. American Mavericks features interviews    
    with revolutionary music-makers, plus  
     performances that can’t be heard anywhere else.  
      Broadcast-ready CD box set now available.*
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                              Music@Menlo
                                     HOSTED BY BRIAN NEWHOUSE

             Your listeners can enjoy four one-hour programs from        
       the inaugural season of Music@Menlo. The music ranges    
   from Baroque to contemporary, with 19th-century masters  
like Schumann, Dvorák and Mendelssohn at its core. Each hour 
brings chamber music performances by outstanding musicians,
       including Artistic Directors David Finckel, cello, and 
            Wu Han, piano.  Available in April 2004.*
                          
                  

Minnesota Public Radio 
 delivers exclusive festival recordings and     
  journeys to the planet of pipe organs. We     
   invite artists into the studio for performance         
   and conversation. Join our mission to keep     
classical music lively on public radio. 
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 CLASSICAL MUSIC

EXPLORE EXPLORE 

Classical 24®, hosted live 24/7 * Saint Paul Sunday® 

   Pipedreams® * The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra

    Composers Datebook * Minnesota Orchestra

VISIT www.mpr.org/programinfo 
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That’s what we’re committed to at Minnesota Public 
Radio. We’re on a mission to find new approaches, 
draw new audiences, explore new sounds.

Music history is full of “latest and greatests,”  
 tracing way back to the Stone Age. Here    
   are just a few examples of classical minds  
       shooting for the moon—and landing. 

MUSICAL INNOVATION MUSICAL INNOVATION 

      Og claps his hands, inspiring 
  Erg to dance. Erg hits a rock 

   against a tree stump. This cycle 
repeats until Ack joins in and 

 messes up the beat. The concept 
of rhythm, and lack thereof, is 

born. (So is minimalism.)

To the horror of right-brainers 
throughout Greece, Pythagoras

—the “father of numbers”—
proves that music has a 

great deal to do with math. 

A few trendsetting 
monks jot down Gregorian 

chant for the first time. 
Pretty soon, it’s what 
all the kids are doing.

A visionary with a splitting 
headache by the name of 
Hildegard of Bingen writes 
hymns and sequences in  

honor of saints and virgins—
of which she is both.

In an attempt to revive 
 the classical Greek drama,   

  the first opera is performed   
    in Florence for an elite circle   

  of humanists. Dafne, as it   
  was called, is eventually

  lost in space.

Mass madrigal hysteria
arises in England, 

followed by a century 
of Baroque rebellion.

Haydn and Mozart perfect 
classical form. Beethoven  

stomps all over it. 

Composers such as 
Mendelssohn, Schumann, 

Chopin and Liszt break new 
musical ground by getting 
in touch with their feelings.

Anarchy ensues in concert 
venues far and wide, thanks to 
musical mutineers like Debussy, 

Stravinsky and Schoenberg. 
Meanwhile, American composers 
Charles Ives, Henry Cowell and 

Leo Ornstein turn musical tradition 
on its head by pounding their fists 
 and forearms on the piano keys. Even without divine 

visions and deliberate 
dead air, Minnesota Public 

Radio remains a leader 
in the musical innovation 
department. Check out 

the flip side for our 
latest—and greatest…
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In Woodstock, New York, David 
Tudor sits at a piano with a score 

by John Cage. Tudor lifts the 
piano lid. He closes the lid. He 
lifts the lid. He closes the lid. 
273 seconds later, Tudor splits.


